From page 1 tools. However, they do not routinely monitor the activity of specific individuals or look for policy violations. They manage the systems for which they are responsible while following University policies and keeping their systems running productively. Staff must carry out these tasks while protecting the privacy rights of all of our constituents. Both statutes and University policies protect these inherent rights.
Examples of the problem:
• Campus network security staff members deal with approximately 25 incidents every day. A few of these result in serious compromises to departmental systems.
• Departmental systems that have been penetrated are disconnected from the campus network making them unavailable for their normal functions.
• The campus received about 120 complaints in the past several months demanding that servers on our network remove copyrighted intellectual property and stop making it available to others.
• IST staff currently block approximately 3,000 email messages containing harmful viruses addressed to UCLink accounts per day. Other mail servers use similar blocking strategies to prevent viruses from infecting campus computers.
• Tens of thousands of "spam" messages per day are delivered to users of University systems wasting network bandwidth, storage space, and valuable time of recipients. Some servers are now helping users to identify and discard spam.
• Programs that are suspected of sharing entertainment products, such as music and videos, consume a significant amount of the bandwidth of the campus network (both to and from the residence halls and campus departments) and may illegally distribute copyrighted materials.
• Executives from the entertainment industry and leaders of six educational consortia, including the American Council on Education, have asked university and college leaders to take steps to address practices that they believe are illegal.
The Campus Information Security Committee (CISC) is reviewing current network management practices and policies to determine how UC Berkeley should balance the conflicting goals of protecting the privacy rights of our constituents while at the same time shielding them from harassment and harm from cyber-pirates. We need to manage the network and the thousands of computer systems attached to it in a responsible manner, but we must at the same time guard the privacy rights of our faculty, students, and staff. At its October 30, 2002, meeting, the e-Berkeley Steering Committee asked CISC to coordinate a series of campus discussions focused on the following important network management policy questions:
• What kind of transactional network data may security and networking staff members collect and how long should such information be retained?
• What level of transactional information should be provided to departmental managers so that they can (a) learn more about how their systems are being utilized and (b) take appropriate actions when University systems are misused?
• What level of scanning should be used to probe for security weaknesses in departmental computer systems?
• What steps should the campus take to minimize the level of copyright infringement on our network?
• What constitutes spam; who decides what is spam; and when should it be blocked?
CISC has begun this process with small meetings involving some campus support staff and various legal experts. CISC will continue to sponsor larger meetings to discuss these issues and will present specific policy recommendations to the eBerkeley Steering Committee in the coming months. Individuals wishing to participate in these discussions should send email to policy@uclink.berkeley.edu. We shall report on specific policy actions in future issues of BC&C. The following references provide a good background for these discussions. This award is the result of the efforts put into the promotional materials by the members of the Connecting@Berkeley Service Team -Karl Grose, Mimi Mugler, Aron Roberts, Roger Rosenblum, Anthony Roybal, Greg Small, and Ian Crew. In addition, the C@B team owes a debt of gratitude to Teresa Lehane and Kevin Gee whose graphic design efforts over the past five years were an important contribution towards this award.
Ian Crew, IST-WSS
Copies of the Connecting@Berkeley 2003 promotional materials are still available. They consist of a poster (11"H x 24"W) which highlights the major features of the C@B CD (including where to get it) along with a bookmark that is a tri-fold handout (approximately 3.5"x2" when folded) and includes more detail about what's on the CD, where to get it, where to get help, etc. Send mail to feedback@cab.berkeley.edu to request posters, bookmarks, or both.
In addition, over the next few months, the Connecting@Berkeley Team will be working on the next version of the C@B CD and promotional materials (C@B 2004 , to be released in August of 2003). If you have any comments about the current CD or suggestions for the next one, please send them to feedback@cab.berkeley.edu.
For more information about the C@B CD, which makes it easy for campus faculty, students, and staff to connect to the Internet through UC Berkeley, both on and off campus, see the Connecting@Berkeley website (C@B, http://cab.berkeley.edu/). For more information on ACM/SIGUCCS, see the ACM/SIGUCCS site (http:// www.acm.org/siguccs/). ■ Some changes are in the works for the campus dial-up modem services in the coming year. Due to reduced funding for the University, the dial-up service on the Shared High Speed Service (510-848-5298) and Lucent Test Modems (510-647-5117) will no longer be free. In early 2003, IST-CNS will start charging a small fee ($20 per year) to use these modem services, as announced by Jack McCredie, CIO, in his article "Moving information technology forward despite significant budget reductions" in the NovemberDecember 2002 issue of BC&C.
The Subscription Home IP Service (SHIPS) will continue at $12 per month. SHIPS offers a no-busy-signal service with sessions lasting up to eight hours. The two low-cost (formerly free) services have two-hour session limits, and are often busy during peak hours.
Billing details are still being worked out. All current Home IP users will be given the opportunity to cancel, sign up for the low-cost service, or upgrade to SHIPS. Watch for further announcements on campus mailing lists and CNS websites. ■
UC-wide listserv created for educational technology issues

Paula Murphy, UC Teaching, Learning & technology Center
Last fall, a new systemwide listserv was established to foster communication among UC instructors and staff concerned with educational technology issues. The UC Educational Technology Roundtable provides a virtual space for discussing issues of common interest, such as pedagogical strategies for integrating technology into instruction, software and hardware information, and educational technology related events, as well as a vehicle for finding potential collaborators from other campuses for instructional projects and conference presentations.
All UC instructors and educational technology professionals are invited to subscribe and to post messages to the listserv. Approximately 85 people from throughout the UC system have subscribed so far. Pilot testers included nine faculty members and ten staff members. Each was assigned one of the tools. In addition, one faculty member had his students use one of these tools (Wanadu).
All participants were asked to use their assigned tool, considering its ease of use, feature set, and quality of output.
A midsemester survey of the participants indicated that both tools were easy to use and usually produced suitable output. (There were a few cases, with both tools, in which graphics, text, animations, and transitions didn't convert perfectly. Pilot testers also had requests for additional features for these tools. This information is being provided to the vendors.)
Two of the faculty testers, Mark Kubinec (Chemistry) and Nick Cravotta (IDS), used the tools extensively to provide materials for their students.
Testers are scheduled to meet with ETS staff in mid-January for a final review of the products.
In addition, funding is being provided to extend the pilot in the spring, during which time only one of the two products will be used, and the number of testers will be expanded. (It has not yet been determined which tool will be used.) If you are a PowerPoint user interested in being a tester for this spring pilot, please send mail to wep-pilot@media.berkeley.edu indicating your interest. ■ 
Upcoming training from ETS
What is new?
New features and improvements to existing features will be rolled out over winter break and the start of the spring 2003 semester. The first improvements to be rolled out are based on user feedback ETS received during pilot testing. These will be changes to the location of the Profile (instructor information that is global to all of his or her courses) features and general cleanup of the user interface.
How will the users experience this change? For the faculty, the Profile button has been eliminated (previously on the top navigation bar) and the editing features that appeared on the Profile page now comprise the Instructor Info tab. The students will find all their instructor information on one tab, and will no longer experience redundant features across multiple tabs.
Why were these changes made? Many users had difficulty finding the profile section, expected different functionality (user customization), and were generally confused about where the information was ultimately being published. Bringing the profile information into the main body of the application is consistent with the user experience on the other tabs. However, there is one critical difference between the Instructor Info tab and the other tabs: this information is global information that applies to the Instructor, not the course. It applies to all course sites owned by that instructor, past, present and future! To get a better picture of these changes, visit the CourseWeb Tour (http://media.berkeley.edu/ courseweb/).
The next major feature to be rolled out will be a new Admin tab for delegation. This will allow the instructors to delegate editing privileges of their CourseWeb sites to staff or GSIs.
Following these two significant changes to CourseWeb will be several smaller additions and improvements that will be rolled out over the start of the semester: 
What is Unified Communications?
A few features of a Unified Communications solution include:
• Unified in-box -email, voicemail, and fax in one in-box.
• Voice, fax, and email message accessibility from any device -the Web, wireless Internet devices, desktop computers, desktop phones, cell phones.
• Single-number reach, also known as the find-me, follow-me feature. Your callers dial only your single phone number and the Unified Communications solution forwards your calls to locations you specify for set periods of time.
• Call screening to let you know who's calling you before you accept the call.
• Meet-me conference calling. 1991) , the system was up and running, available to students to review the classes they were enrolled in. In October 1991, a pilot was set up allowing 5,000 students to enroll by phone for the spring 1992 term. By April 1992, all 30,000 UC Berkeley students enrolled via the IVR. The system and phones were overloaded; for subsequent terms the calls were metered and wait lists were set up. The benefits of Tele-BEARS were substantial. The long enrollment lines at the beginning of the semester disappeared. Students knew their enrollment very early and could plan their schedule.
Staff could see what classes filled up early and which ones were in high demand and then could add sections. The colleges had more control over wait lists. As an added benefit, the Tele-BEARS project became a model for future student system developments. The Tele-BEARS policy committee evolved into the Student Systems Policy Committee, currently chaired by L&S Dean Kwong-loi Shun. This committee represents a partnership and close collaboration of academic, administrative, and technical partners with representation from the Colleges, Undergraduate Affairs (UGA), and Information Systems and Technology (IST). In the past decade, it has guided the efforts of student systems planning and development resulting in systems such as Bear Facts, Degree Audit Reporting (DARS), and e-Grades.
Nothing at a university as dynamic as Berkeley stands still. And so neither did Tele-BEARS. In 1996, Tele-BEARS on the Web was introduced. Since 1996, the number of students using Tele-BEARS on the Web versus IVR Tele-BEARS has grown. In spring 1996, 10 percent of the students used the Web and 90 percent used the phone. By spring 1999, 50 percent chose the Web and 50 percent chose the phone. For the latest enrollment period, the Web handled more than 90 percent of the enrollment. Now the question that's being asked is, can Tele-BEARS on the Web replace the phone version completely? Currently, the answer is yes and no. Work is being done to prepare for the retirement of the IVR. Code is being added to make it easier to use with software aids for the visually impaired. Robustness and backup are being reevaluated. The IVR may be retired, but for the last 12 years it delivered the service to students that Chancellor Tien was so committed to, and it was the first student system that students used directly.
In closing, please allow me to acknowledge the support and work of the following UC Berkeley faculty and staff during the implementation of Tele-BEARS (some of whom have since retired or moved on to other positions):
• Sponsors: Professor Robert Knapp, Professor Emeritus Phil Spieth, Registrar Bailey.
• Office of the Registrar: Russell Low, Sara Leavitt.
• IST: Bjorn Solberg, George Suennen, Gregg Bartle, Ernie Haberkern, Aaron Resendez, Todd Wagner.
I would also like to acknowledge the current support of the system by:
• Russell Low (OR), George Suennen (SIS), and Barbara Gilson (SIS).
New evening hours for Connecting@Berkeley Consulting
Ian Crew, IST-WSS
During spring semester 2003, the Connecting@Berkeley Faculty and Staff Consulting Office will be conducting a trial of evening consulting hours. This is intended to make it easier for Faculty and Staff who work on campus all day to obtain assistance with Internet connection problems on their home computers.
For this trial period (January 21 through May 13, 2003), the Connecting@Berkeley Faculty and Staff Consulting Office will be open as follows:
If these evening hours prove successful, they will likely be continued.
To contact the C@B Consulting office (formerly Dr. Micro) send email to consult@cab.berkeley.edu or call 510-642-8899. For more information about the Connecting@Berkeley CD, see the C@B website (http://cab.berkeley.edu/). Departments who want a higher level of ongoing maintenance and support for their users may wish to subscribe to the Departmental On-site Computing Support (DOCS) service. See the DOCS website (http://docs.berkeley.edu/) for more details.
Individuals and departments who want hands-on assistance with their computers on an hourly fee basis should contact the Workstation Hardware Support Group (WHSG). In addition to repairing and upgrading computers and printers, WHSG also offers wide-ranging assistance with computer hardware, operating systems, and applications. See the WHSG website (http://wwwwhsg.berkeley.edu/) for more details.
Students with computer support problems should continue to contact the Student Computer Consulting Service (http://facility.berkeley.edu/labs/ sccs.html). Additional sources of computing assistance are listed on the IST Assistance web page (http://ist.berkeley.edu/assistance.shtml). ■
Storage Area Network recharge service
Jon Skelton, IST-CCS
Central Computing Services has added a Storage Area Network (SAN) to its hardware infrastructure. A SAN is a consolidated storage facility which provides fast, reliable storage that can be shared by multiple, heterogeneous servers. Over the last several years, SANs have matured from a leading-edge storage technology to a vital IT infrastructure asset.
The CCS SAN is an EMC FC4700. Servers are connected to the SAN via fiber optic cables. Traffic between the servers and the SAN is directed by fibre channel switches. The SAN features redundant storage processors, network connections, fiber connections, and uninterruptible power supplies to ensure maximum uptime.
SAN technology provides easier management of storage resources. Heterogeneous IT infrastructures have required a breadth of skills to manage a mix of vendor-specific disk and volume management software and methodologies. The SAN consolidates these tasks and responsibilities onto a single platform. Instead of scheduling downtime to add or rearrange disk resources, the storage administrator can simply define a new volume and make it available to the server. It also provides flexibility not available with direct-attached storage. Currently, if we run out of storage on a server, the only solution is to buy more, even if the adjacent server has storage to spare.
EMC also offers two software packages that leverage the SAN: SnapView and MirrorView. SnapView offers a mechanism to take a snapshot of a particular volume. This view offers a quiescent point-in-time view of a volume for purposes such as backups. Since this is conducted on the SAN, the original server is not burdened with the activity. MirrorView allows volumes to be mirrored between two SANs in different locations. This feature can be utilized for purposes of disaster recovery or data center moves.
Working with the SAN has been a great confidence builder. Inducing failures in the storage network shows the SAN array and server-based software will easily cope with problems. One test we conducted featured the untimely reboot of both array storage processors while they were handling 90,000 I/O requests per second. The I/O blocked on the server until the SAN came back up and the I/O resumed with no loss of data.
Socrates will be the first production system to utilize the SAN. The high throughput and large cache of the SAN is expected to relieve the I/O bottlenecks of impacted volumes. Other systems scheduled to utilize the SAN include UCLink and CalNet.
SAN technology provides storage that is faster, more resilient, and more easily managed than storage attached directly to each server. It is a very welcome addition to our infrastructure. SAN storage is available from CCS on a recharge basis. If you are interested in more information, send email to adobson@uclink.berkeley.edu. ■
Socrates upgrade, implementation of virus remediation software Brion Moss, IST-CCS
During the winter break, Central Computing Services successfully upgraded Socrates, the central academic Unix server, from a Sun Ultra Enterprise 5000 to a new Sun Fire V880 server. The Sun Fire V880 was given to UC Berkeley on an Academic Equipment Grant from Sun Microsystems. The new server is faster and more powerful than the old one.
As part of the upgrade, Socrates is now running Trend Micro's Viruswall antivirus software. All email which passes through Socrates will be scanned for viruses.
When a virus is detected in a piece of email, the virus will be replaced by a warning message such as:
The file is deleted.
The rest of the message will remain intact.
In addition, separate emails will be sent to both the sender and the recipient letting them know about the virus. For example, the recipient of the virus would get a message saying something like: No further action is required on the part of the recipient; the virus was deleted before it ever reached his or her mailbox.
The sender should verify that their computer is not infected and sending out viruses. Unfortunately, one of the standard tricks virus writers use in spreading viruses is forging the "from" address, so it is entirely possible that people will get viruses which appear to be addressed from you even if your computer has never been infected.
If you have any questions about this upgrade, send email to consult@socrates.berkeley.edu. ■
HRMS builds on Phase I and begins work on Phase II
Kathleen Phillips Satz, Human Resources
With the core component of the Human Resources Management System (HRMS) successfully launched, the HRMS team has turned its attention to online staff recruitment, HR-BAIRS reporting, and academic case tracking. At the same time, team members continue to support and improve the functionality already in place, as the campus learns more about its intricacies.
Throughout the late summer and fall, about 500 campus staff received training in the Administer Workforce component of HRMS, allowing their departments to enter basic personnel transactions directly into the system. Customer Service staff in the Office of Human Resources provided telephone and email help for users, and a Data Services team entered transactions for departments not yet online. During this period, the Office of Human Resources and the Payroll Office closely monitored the interface between HRMS and the Payroll System (PPS) to look for any problems that would affect employee paychecks -very few problems were found and these were immediately addressed.
In addition, the project team delivered several new system components, such as online merit processing, as well as enhancements to online edits and refinements to the HRMS-PPS interface.
The next few months will see a number of improvements in Administer Workforce, including new screens for managing visa/work permit data for non-U.S. citizens and changes in the processing of leaves in HRMS. The HRMS Training team continues to provide monthly training for new users and is scheduling sessions on specific topics such as academic transactions and HR-BAIRS reporting. (Check the online enrollment system, ICE [http:// hrweb.berkeley.edu/ice/home/], for HRMS offerings.)
In the second quarter of this year, the HRMS team expects to launch academic case tracking and to convert academic history from the Academic Personnel System. (Personnel history on staff employees is carried in HRMS, but only from the launch date of July 1, 2002.) Late in the fiscal year, eRecruit will be launched, resulting in dramatic improvements to the staff hiring process for both hiring managers and job applicants. Job openings will be listed and tracked in HRMS and applicants will apply online through a new portal. Departments will be able to manage and track their recruitment processes through HRMS, including automatic email notification to applicants when departments make decisions about their status.
For In the case of iNews, items mostly point to BC&C articles. Thus, iNews provides a way of organizing news referencespointers to primary sources that are located elsewhere on the Web. You can think of iNews as a new organizing layer that sits on top of the existing primary layer.
After a BC&C article has been edited and approved, we post it -or strictly speaking, a news item pointing to it -on the main iNews channel. If it fits on any of the other, topical channels, we post it there as well. Finally, we post it on the channels that we use internally to build the BC&C tables of contents. For example, the main page for the Winter 2003 BC&C (http://inews.berkeley.edu:7077/channels/bccIssues/ Winter2003/) is now generated automatically from several internal iNews channels.
iNews email list
Subscribers to the iNews mailing list receive short summaries of BC&C articles as well as other news items. To subscribe, see the instructions at Subscribe to iNews by email (http://istpub.berkeley.edu:4201/bcc/isubscribe.html). You can filter mail from the list by looking for the string " [ISTnews] " in the subject lines of messages.
For contributors
BC&C and iNews are intended for official campus information technology news. Although BC&C is a publication produced by IST, we welcome and encourage other campus departments to submit articles about their IT projects. The main criterion is that the item has to be of interest to campus IT users, developers, or managers. See our Guidelines for contributors (http://istpub.berkeley.edu:4201/bcc/guide.html) for more information.
To propose an article for BC&C, send email to avante@socrates.berkeley.edu, our group email account for iNews and BC&C. We still follow a production schedule (http://istpub.berkeley.edu:4201/bcc/schedule.html) for BC&C issues, but we now publish individual articles as soon as possible, ahead of issue publication dates.
You can also propose an iNews item to point to a source other than a BC&C article. For example, if you have a news article that is already posted on your own website, you can send us the relevant information and we will generate a brief news item pointing to your article.
In the future, we plan to extend the iNews application to allow monitoring of incoming RSS newsfeeds. This will allow us to aggregate incoming news itemsaccording to relevance for the campus IT audience -for reposting on iNews.
Newsfeeds could also provide a way for campus departments to share news items. For example, we are talking to other IST departments about the possibility of gathering news from incoming departmental newsfeeds.
What is accomplished by news channels
The new approach offers a number of advantages. We now have the ability to • Automate the process. We use the iNews database to track proposed BC&C articles all the way through the publication process, from initial proposal through final published version.
• Speed up the process. BC&C articles can be published more quickly, ahead of BC&C issues.
• Separate content from presentation. Multiple presentations can easily be generated from a single source.
• Organize news by topic, so that presentations can be tailored to specific audiences.
• Make news channels available as subscription options on portals.
• Make news channels available to other news sites, campuswide, systemwide, or even nationwide.
• Provide a mechanism for aggregating news from incoming newsfeeds (planned for future).
About the iNews web application
The heart of the iNews system is a private MySQL database running on Socrates. It contains tables of Channels, Items, and Postings (of Items on Channels). The database is used to dynamically update the news channels on the iNews website.
The iNews administrative application consists of Java Servlets and JSPs running in a Tomcat web server on Socrates. This supports various content-management functions such as posting, approving, prioritizing, publishing, and expiring. System development is done on a Mac OS X system, with production deployment on Socrates.
The open-source tools CVS and Ant are used to manage the system's Java, JSP, and HTML source code and to build and deploy system components.
The public pages -the iNews website and channels -are served by an Apache web server running on Socrates.
References
• RSS 0.91 Spec, revision 3, Dan Libby, Netscape Communications.
• O'Reilly Network: RSS DevCenter, O'Reilly Associates. ■
Automating routine mainframe/Windows data entry
Cathy Taruskin, Office of the Registrar
As more and more web, client-server, and third party applications are being used to supplement our established mainframe systems, the need to share data between these systems has increased. The conversion of our mainframe systems from IDMS to DB2, a project now in progress, may enable these systems to "talk" to other applications more seamlessly in the future, but this will not be in place for more than a year. Meanwhile, using "screen scraping" macros is a simple solution for eliminating duplicate data entry between systems.
"Every time I use that hotkey you created, I say a 'Hail Mary' for you," said Emily Strange, Classroom Special Events Scheduler in the Office of the Registrar. One of her daily tasks is to book classrooms for special event requests from campus staff and student groups. After confirming the booking in the mainframe system, Emily would type up an email to the requester, telling them the date, time, building, and room that they were given. By using a simple macro language available in the TCP3270 for Windows emulator, I was able to script this task so that Emily could complete the booking in the mainframe and then hit a hotkey. This kicked off a macro that "scraped" the data from the mainframe screen, switched over to Eudora, and typed out the complete email. All Emily needs to do then is click Send. Not only does this eliminate duplicate data entry, it guarantees accuracy in the dates, times, building, and room information being sent to the requester. Emily runs this macro up to 100 times per day, so this is a significant timesaver for her.
I created a similar macro for the Transcripts Department to scrape the student ID, number of copies, address, and mailing options from the mainframe Transcript Request screen and key this into ICVerify (our credit card processing application), where the credit card transaction is submitted. In this case, the macro calculates what the amount charged should be, based on number of copies, destination, and mailing options. In addition to saving 15 to 30 seconds per transcript, using this macro has virtually eliminated incorrect credit-card billing amounts, as well as the need to process adjustments to credit-card accounts.
What about going in the opposite direction, when you have data in a spreadsheet or text file and want to enter that into a mainframe screen? For example, the Residence Unit of the Office of the Registrar now evaluates data from the online Statement of Legal Residence and records the student's residence status in a web application. But that residence status ultimately needs to get to the mainframe database. It's actually pretty simple. The web application now writes Residence decisions to a text file when they are made. Periodically, the staff can go to the mainframe Update Residence Status screen and run the macro. The macro loops through the text file. For each line in the file, it simulates a user sitting at the keyboard and going through the keystrokes needed to update the screen. In other words, it gets the Student ID from the first line, types it onto the mainframe screen, hits Enter, waits a few seconds for the system to respond, then tabs four times to the Residence Status field, picks up the Residence Status from the input file, types it on the screen, hits Enter, and waits. Then it moves on to the next row of the input file and does the same thing. This task needs to be done at least 4,000 times per year, so it's a significant time savings to automate itthat is, if you can resist the urge to sit and watch the macro run! It's not perfect. One limitation is that the macro cannot detect slow system response time when it is updating the mainframe or navigating from one mainframe screen to another. So the macro needs to anticipate this delay and build in "wait time" to allow for this. Also, there are occasional "hiccups" where the macro may stall or get stuck. But with enough testing most of this can be eliminated. It's very important that the person running the macro understand where the cursor needs to be before running the macro, or all kinds of odd things can crop up! Unfortunately, this macro language is specific to PCs.
If you know VBScript, VBA, or are familiar with Word or Excel macros, you're halfway there. The WinWrap Help is limited in that it only provides samples of each command, not samples of how the commands can be strung together to actually do something; but I'd be glad to email sample macros that:
• Read an input file, parse the fields in it, and then use it to populate a mainframe screen.
• Scrape data from a mainframe screen and switch to another window (Eudora, web page, or other Windows application) and key the data into it. 
Web server certificates and security on the Internet
Rob Chevalier, IST-CCS
The primary mechanism used today for securing data exchanged between a website and its customers over an open network is through the use of web server certificates.
A web server certificate is used to encrypt the communication between a client and a server (e.g., a customer's browser and a retailer's web server) or any two servers on a network. Simply stated, a web server certificate is a digital document that has unique codes to verify the identity of the holder of the certificate (the website) to the person or server accessing the site.
When two parties on the Internet wish to "talk" securely (such as a customer sending his or her credit-card number to Amazon.com), a web server certificate is used to set up a secure session that first verifies the true identity of the party that requests data transfer (Amazon.com).
If the certificate is valid, the customer receives a message saying that it is safe to "talk" to the retailer, as it has been verified that they are indeed who they say they are. The customer can send any personal information to the retailer securely, without fear of any nefarious individuals intercepting the data.
If the certificate is invalid, a message will pop up stating the security problem. Transactions can still occur, but at the risk of identity fraud by a third party (e.g., it may be Robsbargainbooks.com trying to appear as Amazon.com).
Have you ever wondered how to tell whether a website is using a web server certificate? The pages of a website secured by a web server certificate are characterized as follows:
• The URL of the secure web pages changes from http:// to https://.
• A lock symbol appears in the lower right-hand status bar in Microsoft's Internet Explorer (opposite on Mac), and in the lower left-hand status bar of Netscape's Navigator (opposite on Mac).
To examine and verify the encryption information of the secured pages:
• In Internet Explorer -double-click on the lock in the lower right-hand status bar (lower left-hand status bar on Mac).
• In Netscape -click on the lock symbol above and select "View Certificate" button.
You can observe this by going to the CalNet Directory (https://directory.berkeley.edu/). Data transmitted to and from the directory is encrypted and secure. Any campus website which exchanges sensitive information with customers should use a web server certificate. These certificates should be purchased from an authorized Certificate Authority.
For more information on web server certificates, the SSL Protocol, and cryptography in general, visit the following websites:
• Whatis?com's Secure Sockets Layer (http://whatis.techtarget.com/ definition/ 0,289893,sid9_gci343029,00. html).
• Frederick J. Hirsch's Introducing SSL and Certificates using SSLeay (http:// home.earthlink.net/~fjhirsch/Papers/ wwwj/article.html).
• The Apache Software Foundation's SSL/TLS Strong Encryption: An Introduction (http://httpd.apache.org/ docs-2.0/ssl/ssl_intro.html).
• Netscape Communication Corporation's Introduction to SSL (http://developer.netscape.com/docs/ manuals/security/sslin/contents. htm).
• Cryptography (http://world.std.com/ franl/crypto.html).
• RSA Laboratories' Frequently Asked Questions About Today's Cryptography, Version 4.1 (http:// www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/faq/). ■
• Always set a strong password and change it often. With the speed of modern computers, it is trivial to break weak passwords by brute force.
• Install vendor patches in a timely manner. In the last few years, there has been an explosion of vendor issued patches.
• Use least privilege when authorizing access. Don't give users or machines more access than they need. Most viruses run with a user context; if the user has access to something, the virus has the same access.
• Monitor, log, and audit machine and user activity. If an incident occurs, logs will be necessary to track the source. Windows has a variety of configurations, based on the version of the OS, but there are some basic security practices to follow that are common across all versions.
• Determine what machines and data are important by performing a realworld risk assessment. For instance, choosing to wipe the hard disk drives on machines when they are corrupted, then reinstall their software from disk images, may have a lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) than installing and maintaining monitoring and firewall software to protect these machines. However, machines should not be wiped if a security compromise is suspected until SNS or other security units on campus have the information needed to proceed with an investigation.
• Develop a unit security policy. See Campus IT policies (http:// cio.berkeley.edu/policies.html) for more information. The policy will identify what is important to the unit and what security is needed.
• Plan an incident response. It is easier to develop procedures and identify campus resources before a timecritical incident occurs.
• Train users -technology will not prevent socially engineered attacks. User training is the only way to prevent users from sharing passwords, for example.
• Block or disable everything that is not explicitly allowed.
• Only allow traffic and user access that is appropriate.
Continued on page 15
Introduction FASDI is a web-based management information system integrating geographic and tabular campuswide data to support decision making and institutional reporting. FASDI integrates any data that can be associated with a building or physical area. Please visit the FASDI website (http://fasdi.vcbf.berkeley.edu/) to view phase one of the project.
Data integration
Data integration was essential to the project. Early on, the FASDI Committee set objectives including:
• Standardize data definition, format, and values where possible.
• Document and cross-reference necessary exceptions and differences.
• Agree on standards for future use.
We approached the project by identifying the data elements necessary to integration including keys, descriptors, and codes necessary for consistency. We worked from higher to lower level elements.
Data collection and database population
The project has a large number of diverse data providers with multiple systems and varied data requiring a flexible approach to data collection and database population. We encouraged initial submission of data with few restrictions, making suggestions for standardizing submission later as we gained expertise with database population. We developed a standard process to populate the database, documenting the process and actual transformation steps for each data source. We imported data using SQL Server DTS packages, reformatted data using SQL queries, and finally created database views. Some simple changes will make future data collection easier:
• Naming submitted files according to our naming standards.
• Including only one row of meaningful headers as database column names.
• Placing all notes or comments on a separate worksheet, not interspersed with data.
Database design
FASDI web page design required slicing and dicing data in various ways. Multiple data sources from different data providers appear on the same web page and a web page may contain multiple security levels. Our solution was to access the data needed for each page using multiple SQL Server views and stored procedures. Naming conventions for database views identify the source of data, web page where data is used, security level, data provider, and descriptive information. Database view names are in intercap convention and consist of optional, variable-length nodes structured as vDddWwwSssDddQqq where:
• v = "view"
• Ddd = data source or database acronym
• Www = web page where used
• Sss = security level
• Ddd = department providing data
• Qqq = qualifying node(s) describing specific system / table / type of data Standards COIS established certain standards specifically designed to safeguard web security by adding additional layers of control over data available to web developers:
• All web database access is by database views or stored procedures.
• • The security level (high / medium / low) is specified in each view name for clarity. Figure 1 . ApplicationRoles are defined as needed and are granted permission by owning one or more AuthorizationObjects (which may be owned by one or more ApplicationRoles). The attributes of AuthorizationObjects define whether the permission granted is Read or Update and include various AuthorizationObjectTypes and ExternalDataSource information.
Authorize database
ColdFusion Application Framework and the Authorize database COIS designed a ColdFusion Web
Application Authorization Framework (CCAAF) to use the Authorize database and create a security "keychain" of AuthorizationObjects contained within web session variables. These objects describe database roles granted permission to access data falling into various security categories required by the FASDI project. CCAAF used with the Authorize database facilitates rapid development of security methodologies for diverse web applications and will be discussed in the next article.
Related link
• FASDI business security rules. BC&C, November-December 2002. ■
Document engineering for e-Berkeley at SIMS
Bob Glushko, School of Information Management and Systems
The School of Information Management and Systems (SIMS) has begun a collaboration with the e-Berkeley Program Office, IST, and other campus units to apply XML, enterprise data architecture, web services, and other "document engineering" concepts to the e-Berkeley Initiative. The SIMS e-Berkeley effort began a year ago as class assignments in a graduate course taught by SIMS Adjunct Professor Robert Glushko. Last semester, with the help of some funding provided by Jon Conhaim, e-Berkeley's Program Director, the SIMS activity expanded into two semester-long enterprise data modeling efforts to provide a stronger architectural foundation to e-Berkeley in general and the e-Senate project in particular.
COURSE project
This project, carried out by a SIMS team led by Patrick Garvey, focused on the COURSE system maintained by SIS that contains information about all courses of instruction on campus. The SIMS team studied numerous applications and systems to understand how they modeled and used information about courses. Among the systems examined were:
• COURSE
• The Online Catalog 
Courses are "born" in a Course Approval Form and course approval process operated by the Academic Senate. Then, numerous other applications and units on campus rely on COURSE as information about courses flows "downstream" into the Online Catalog, Schedule of Classes, CourseWeb, and so on. The Office of Planning and Analysis, for example, uses data about course scheduling and enrollment to track resource allocation on campus.
The students conducted interviews with designers, operators, and users of each application to create a composite "data use matrix" that listed all of the data elements identified and their patterns of use. In addition, this matrix captured information to distinguish data elements that are mandatory from those that appear only occasionally, and to distinguish data needed for operational purposes from that with more analytic or strategic value.
This data collection effort revealed complex and often ad hoc variations in the way in which the seemingly simple concept of "course" is treated in different applications. For example, the Schedule of Classes model of course includes a Course Control Number, while the Catalog's version does not. The Catalog contains the Catalog Description of the course, which the Schedule omits. Some systems use a ShortTitle for courses that was invented two decades ago to fit the limited space on 80-character punch cards but which has since developed a life of its own.
After this thorough data collection phase, which took several weeks, each data element in the matrix was evaluated to determine whether it was part of a "core" model of a course or whether it should be treated as a context-dependent addition. The proposed "core" course model is: Once this core course model was identified, the SIMS students were able to document how course data flows into COURSE in the Academic Senate approval process and then is consumed by other systems. In each of these different contexts the core course model is augmented by additional information. For example, the Schedule of Classes adds instructors, meeting days and hours, and location; in CourseWeb, the model is supplemented by an extended course description. This "core + contexts" approach to enterprise data architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Finally, the SIMS students encoded these models into a library of XML schemas, which formally specify the legal data elements and the rules by which they combine. XML schemas capture the modeling work in a "programmerfriendly" library that is well suited for implementing applications in modern Internet frameworks.
Roles project
The Roles project, carried out by a SIMS team led by Calvin Smith, focused on the problem of how authorization and privileges are controlled across the various computing systems on campus. Currently, implementations of rolesbased access are inconsistent from application to application, which makes implementation costly and complex, prevents reuse across different implementations, and leads to inconsistencies in user interfaces and data entry of different systems.
The SIMS team first looked at initiatives at other universities to unify access control, and at various XML vocabularies under development that specify roles and access policies. The students summarized this research in a set of whitepapers. This work was followed by a modeling phase of the project, which yielded a logical model for how to represent a person with one or more roles and a complete model for the student role in particular. As with the COURSE project, these logical models were then translated into XML schemas that defines for an application the exact structure that a person or a student must have. Finally, the SIMS team created sample documents that illustrate how the models could be implemented in an actual system.
The payoff
Creating common data models for entities like course and student that are used in numerous applications across the campus requires an investment in careful and thorough analysis, but the benefits are substantial. System developers are more productive if they don't have to design data models from scratch, and common data enable better integration and interoperability between services. Common data models also facilitate the reuse of information resources and databases, opening up possibilities for creating more "user-friendly" applications that integrate legacy "stovepipes" or that enable entirely new applications.
Furthermore, enterprise data models that distinguish the information that is "core" from information that is context or system-dependent eliminates the need and temptation for system designers and maintainers to misuse data and data fields in order to handle changing requirements.
What's ahead
This semester's main goal for SIMS is a redesign and reimplementation of the course approval system (currently operated by the Academic Senate and maintained by SIS) in an XML and webcentric architecture. Furthermore, several IST computing professionals are taking Professor Glushko's Document Engineering for e-Business course this semester (IS 290-4, http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/ academics/courses/is290-4/s03/) to learn XML and enterprise data modeling and to strengthen the two-way technology transfer between SIMS and IST. ■
Introduction
If your email address appears on a campus website, you are at high risk of having that address "harvested" and added to mailing lists used to send "spam" -unsolicited bulk email.
It is not only your personal email address which is at risk of being added to spammers' mailing lists. If your department or service publicizes general contact addresses on its website, such as webmaster@yourhost.berkeley.edu, feedback@yourhost.berkeley.edu, or servicename@yourhost.berkeley.edu, these addresses may also become the target of spammers. Even addresses for your departmental or campus mailing lists can be harvested from the websites where they are publicized, potentially resulting in spam messages being sent to those lists.
Fortunately, there are a number of methods you can take for protecting your websites from email address harvesting by spammers. Five of these are discussed below:
• returning addresses through JavaScript,
• accepting email via contact forms,
• obscuring addresses,
• requiring authentication to view private pages, and
• redirecting harvesting tools.
To use some of these methods, you simply need to be able to modify the pages on your website on which your email addresses appear. However, to use some others, you either will need to be a web server administrator or obtain that person's help. You may wish to use these methods universally, so that every occurrence of email addresses on your website will be protected. For instance, if you have a web application which returns contact information for campus people, including their email addresses, you might consider modifying this application to protect these addresses using one or more of the methods described below.
And if you archive mail posted to a departmental or campus mailing list and make these archives available for browsing via the Web, any email addresses appearing within these archives might similarly be protected.
Finally, remember that spammers' harvesting tools can collect email addresses which appear anywhere within in the HTML markup of your web pages. Addresses appearing in the <head> section of your pages, inside "mailto" links, in "hidden" form fields, and even in HTML comments are all vulnerable to being harvested and would need to be protected.
Five methods for protecting email addresses on your web pages 1. Return email addresses through JavaScript To use this method, you will place programming code written in the JavaScript scripting language onto your website's pages. This code, when run by your visitors' JavaScript-enabled web browsers, inserts email addresses "on the fly" onto specified locations on these pages as they are being prepared for display. This is one of the most effective methods of protecting email addresses, because email harvesting tools used by spammers are widely reported to be incapable of executing JavaScript scripts -or any other types of scripts -on web pages. Essentially, harvesting tools are 'blind' to JavaScript-generated email addresses.
You can find a great many examples of JavaScript code for inserting email addresses available for downloading from the Web. A common approach used in these code examples is to piece together small chunks of an email addresswhich hopefully will be overlooked by spammers' harvesting tools -to generate full email addresses that are then inserted onto your web pages. Some programmers have gone further and obscured, scrambled, or encrypted these chunks of email addresses, which are then decoded and reassembled just prior to being inserted.
Benefits. This method should work with nearly all browsers. To your site's visitors, your email addresses and "mailto" links simply work as expected.
Drawbacks.
A few of your visitors may be using browsers in which JavaScript scripting is not implemented. These may include older browsers; text-based browsers; and browsers on handheld devices, such as mobile phones and PDAs. Other visitors may have turned off JavaScript in their browsers in an effort to avoid malicious scripts, ads appearing in "pop-up windows", and the like. In either case, these visitors will not see your email addresses. (To put this into perspective, a recent survey of more than 4,000 page accesses to a UCLink website found that more than 99.7 percent of these visits were made from JavaScript-enabled browsers.) You can offer HTML contact forms (below) as an alternative for users of "JavaScript impaired" browsers. As a less desirable alternative, you can instead provide non-JavaScript versions of your addresses, protecting these by the obscuring techniques discussed below.
A few examples of JavaScript code offered on the Web use such simple and obvious approaches that a very sophisticated harvesting tool with pattern matching (or "regular expressions") capabilities might still be able to extract the parts of your email addresses, from each place that you invoke your JavaScript code, and successfully piece these together.
Accept email via contact forms
Instead of publishing email addresses on your website, you can allow your visitors to contact you by submitting their requests or other information via HTML forms on one or more of your site's pages. The data submitted by your visitors can then automatically be mailed to you via a "forms handling" program or script.
This forms handling program or script can be run either on your own web server or on another server you have permission to use for this purpose. Many campus web servers already have such a program or script installed, so check first with your server's webmaster. If you should need to install one, there are a myriad of forms handling programs and scripts freely available for downloading from the Web.
Benefits. This method should work with almost all browsers. Unlike the JavaScript-based method above, the ability to submit email via HTML contact forms generally isn't dependent on your visitors' browser settings. (Some of your site's visitors may have their browsers' security settings configured to display a warning dialog before submitting data insecurely via HTML forms, however. And some browsers provide advanced options which, if enabled, could block users from submitting information via forms.)
Drawbacks. Among the drawbacks of this method are:
• Making your site's visitors complete on-screen forms to send you mail is not as convenient as giving them simple "mailto" links they can click. The latter permit your visitors to use their familiar email programs to type, edit, and even spell check their messages prior to submission, as well as to keep copies of outgoing messages.
• If users mistype their "from" email address in one of your form's fields, you may have no way to know who the message was from to correspond further with them.
• Whenever there are any problems with the program or script that handles the data from your contact forms, your site's visitors won't be able to send you mail.
• If your site's contact forms accept input for more than one email address, each form will need to include information that lets the forms handling program or script know which of these addresses your visitors' data should be mailed to. However, if these addresses are contained in the HTML form itself -even in hidden form fields -they are vulnerable to being harvested by a spammer's harvesting tool.
• Finally, any programming code that runs behind a web server can potentially lead to security vulnerabilities. As just one example, some forms handling programs or scripts may use unsafe methods of invoking a mail program (such as the Unix "sendmail" program) running on your web server computer in order to send your visitors' data, which can allow intruders to execute arbitrary commands on that computer. For this reason, there are a variety of security considerations you -or the programmer of the forms handling program, if not yourself -must take into account when writing such programs or scripts, or when choosing which one to install on your server.
Obscure email addresses
"Obscuring" addresses -by rewriting them in various ways -doesn't offer nearly the degree of protection against harvesting tools as the more effective methods discussed above. The alternatives of using JavaScript to insert addresses and offering HTML contact forms for sending email are both far more effective in protecting your addresses against spammers' harvesting tools. On the other hand, obscuring addresses is often much simpler, as this approach typically does not require any programming.
The following are four techniques that you can use to "obscure" email addresses on your web pages:
Use alternate methods of representing characters
By substituting alternate methods of representing characters in HTML (or specifically within URLs) for some or all of the text in your email addresses, simple-minded harvesting tools may not be able to spot email addresses on your web pages.
While you could painstakingly obscure your email addresses in this way by hand, it is much easier to simply use a tool to do this. Several web-based and desktop tools are available for this purpose.
Benefits. This technique will foil simple harvesting tools, and should work with nearly all browsers. To your site's visitors, your email addresses and "mailto" links simply work as expected.
Drawbacks. While this technique effectively obscures addresses to human eyes, it provides little protection against the most powerful harvesting tools. These tools, which offer pattern matching capabilities, can readily find your encoded characters and decode them, effectively unmasking the obscured email addresses on your web pages. So while this technique is likely to fool some simpler harvesting tools, it won't be effective against all of them.
"Munge" email addresses
Address "munging" typically consists of substituting words for symbols in the domain name parts of email addresses -"at" (or variations thereof) for the "at sign" and "dot" or "period" for the periods, and the like -as well as adding whitespace between each part of the address. Sometimes extraneous text is also added to the address, which a human reader would ostensibly know to remove.
Using this technique, webmaster@yourhost.berkeley.edu could be munged as:
webmaster -atyourhost dot berkeley dot edu or perhaps:
webmaster -at-
NOSPAM yourhost dot berkeley dot edu
Benefits. This technique is also likely to foil simple-minded harvesting tools.
Drawbacks. This technique places burdens on your site's visitors to understand how to "unmunge" your email addresses and to take the time and effort to edit or retype these addresses. This makes it less likely your site's visitors will use these addresses to correspond with you, and opens up the possibility of errors during unmunging. This technique also doesn't offer your site's visitors the convenience of clicking a "mailto" link on your web pages and have the correct address inserted into a new message in their email program.
Finally, sophisticated harvesting programs with pattern matching capabilities may still be able to retrieve a fairly high percentage of the addresses trivially obscured in this manner. If carefully written, common patterns used by these tools would also be capable of detecting common variants, such as cases where " -AT-" was used in place of " -at-", "period" in place of "dot", or "REMOVETHIS" in place of "NOSPAM".
Substitute a graphic image for all or part of the email address
Using this technique, webmaster@your-host.berkeley.edu could be obscured by substituting a graphic for the "at sign" or for the entire address.
Benefits.
Replacing an email address with a graphic image is almost certain to foil current email address harvesting tools.
Drawbacks.
As in the case of address "munging" (above), this technique places burdens on your site's visitors, requiring them to manually type your email address or paste together portions of the address. This makes it less likely your site's visitors will use these addresses to correspond with you, and opens up the possibility of errors during typing or editing. This technique also doesn't offer your site's visitors the convenience of clicking a "mailto" link on your web pages and have the correct address inserted into a new message in their email program. Finally, if a graphic is substituted only for the "at sign", rather than the entire email address, a sophisticated harvesting program could conceivably be able to detect this.
Add legal but unusual elements to email addresses
According to the Internet specification for email addresses, Internet Message Format (RFC 2822, http://www.faqs.org/ rfcs/rfc2822.html), quoted or parenthesized comments, plus signs, and even whitespace are permitted in certain specified places within email addresses.
Using this technique, webmaster@yourhost.berkeley.edu might be obscured in a "mailto" link as:
In HTML:
<a href="mailto:(Webmaster)%20
webmaster+ (spam%20whammy) 
Drawbacks.
At least a few browsers, desktop email programs, and mail servers might not correctly handle these legalbut unusual -forms of email addresses.
Require authentication to view private pages
If you have "private" areas of your website, you can require visitors to "authenticate" themselves -typically by presenting a username and passwordbefore they are permitted to view pages in these areas. This will also block spammers' harvesting tools from visiting these areas of your website.
Benefits. This method can globally block harvesting tools from seeing email addresses on the private areas of your website. As long as these areas of your site require authenticated access, you don't need to employ any other means of protecting email addresses within those areas.
Drawbacks. This method only works for private portions of websites, not for public areas. Additional work is required to set up and maintain these authentication methods. Careless use of these methods might inadvertently expose user passwords. (For this reason, consider using different passwords to provide access to your website than you use elsewhere for other, more secure purposes.) If the authentication method is removed or otherwise isn't working properly, portions of your site may be exposed to public access, including access by email address harvesting tools.
Redirect harvesting tools
Both the Apache and Microsoft IIS web servers have plug-in modules available which can automatically redirect your visitors to different pages on your site or elsewhere. This redirection can occur based on a variety of attributes, including the characteristics of your visitor's browser or their Internet connection. Because some email address harvesting tools don't bother to mask their identities, you can use this feature to redirect those tools to a "dead-end" page on your site or any other appropriate location, as well as blocking them outright.
Benefits. This method works globally, without requiring modifications to any of your pages.
Drawbacks. This method will only redirect harvesting tools which declare their true identities, rather than masquerading as other web browsers. As such, redirection should be considered to be a supplement to the other address protection methods discussed above, rather than as a sole means of protection.
Limitations of these protective methods
Even if you employ one or more methods of protecting your websites from email address harvesting, this does not confer immunity from spam. For one thing, spammers may have already harvested your website's email addresses and added them to mailing lists, which then may be repeatedly sold or traded. Also, spammers have many other means of obtaining addresses, in addition to harvesting them from your websites. Some of their tactics are described in Uri Raz's "How do spammers harvest email addresses?" (http://www.private.org.il/harvest.html).
Nonetheless, by using these methods, you may be able to slow or even reduce the amount of spam messages sent to these addresses over time. Furthermore, any new addresses you add to your websites will -from the start -be better protected from being harvested. ■ The Oracle Calendar (formerly CorporateTime) client software used by the CalAgenda online calendar service allows you to print your calendar data from any of its various clients for the desktop or the Web. This article will give some quick how-tos for printing. To get the latest client software for the desktop, CalAgenda users can always go to http:// calagenda.berkeley.edu/software.
CALAGENDA TIPS
Printing from CalAgenda
Printing from the Web
• Select the view of your calendar you desire: daily, weekly, or monthly (number 1 in Figure 1 ).
• Click on "Printerfriendly format" on the right side at the top of your calendar (number 2 in Figure 1 ).
• Print from your browser as you normally do. Although a page may print in the landscape direction, the layout will not be adjusted to fit the landscape orientation. We are hoping this problem will be corrected when the 6.0 client for the Mac is released. 
Print Preview
Print Preview allows you to view your pages before they're printed and also make adjustments to what's going to be printed. The Print Preview option in the File menu will also allow you to configure all your options for printing in the various layouts. It has more options than selecting the Preview button in the Print dialog box (as in step 3 above). Monthly, etc.). If you selected a layout in Page Setup (File menu > Page Setup), it appears at the top of the page. Otherwise, the default layout appears.
Note that you cannot select a print layout from here. Selecting another layout from the pulldown menu will not select it for printing. You can only select another layout for printing from File menu > Page Setup.... To select a print layout for printing, follow the steps above in the Printing Agenda pages section.
3. Click OK to return to the Print Preview dialog box.
4. Select Apply to implement your changes. ■ Figure 6 .
